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Hello Everyone,

gins to return as they begin to realise that there IS
life after stroke. You build friendships and start to
support each other. It is everything that a family
should be and over these past months and lockdown, SAS has shown its true colours. The therapists have come up trumps and kept you all on
your toes. The volunteers too have kept in touch
with one and all and the telephone lines are buzzing. Don't even try to ring Brian Moss, his line is
permanently engaged as he checks up on everyone.
How could we ever have guessed all those years
ago that SAS would be so resilient under such duress. The reason being that we have the best
therapists, the best volunteers and of course, the
best members and most with exceptional families
of their own.
Hang on in there all of you, we can do this. Get in
touch if you would like to, that's why we are here.
August approaches and we will miss our therapists, but they now need to have a well-earned
few weeks off. We will look forward to their return and we will realise even more how much we
treasure them.
Try to have a good summer month. Keep safe and
keep smiling.
With my love,
Viv
P.S. There was a group called Sister Sledge and
they sang a song called “We are Family”. Fiona,
could you sing it for us?

As we come to the end of the SAS summer term I
think we are all reflecting on what has been a
strange and unsettling time, whatever our personal situation. Viv Bourne and Pam Lawrence have
both written in this bulletin with their thoughts of
the last few months and I will only add that producing the News Bulletins so far would not have
been possible without the excellent contributions
from many of you. Please keep them coming during August so that there is plenty to fill these pages when we start again in September. The midAugust News Bulletin will probably look a little
different to usual (I don’t know in what way yet, as
I haven’t started it!) but I hope it will prove interesting and fun.
Jan

A Letter From Viv Bourne
Hello One and All,
Geoffrey and I are now just the two of us having
had Melsie here for two weeks with the dog,
Humphrey, and the two children and boy oh boy,
is home schooling awful! I really feel for them all.
Humphrey was a delight. A large gentle teddy
bear and was so sweet with our old two, they
were a happy threesome. He did have a penchant
for Geoffrey's chair. It was quite amusing!
He (Geoffrey not the dog) is now enjoying the
cricket and I had Epsom and now Newmarket. All
very odd with no crowds. We had a big excitement when Ascot was on, as for some reason our
son Nick decided to back a complete outsider and
it came in first. It became the winner with the
longest odds ever in the history of Ascot. He won
£480! I am not sure I am a very good influence!
I think I am rather banging on about my family but
to me that is what SAS is - A FAMILY.
We are far more than a Stroke Group. We are one
big close family group and we have the most
amazing therapists to guide and help us, backed
by equally amazing volunteers. One watches new
members arriving full of angst, self-doubt and
feeling rudderless and slowly their confidence be-

A note from Pam, Well-being Therapist
We are now at the point of taking a break during
August and so this will be my last article until September. It’s a useful time, I think, to reflect on
what we have all been doing during these last few
months.
When Jan offered to produce a weekly SAS News
Bulletin back in March I don’t think any of us expected that she would still be doing so at the end
of July. But, as much as I know she will be embarrassed at reading this, hasn’t Jan done a brilliant
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job at keeping us all connected through these
weekly News Bulletins? Her dedication and hard
work is evident and we all have benefitted from it
– a BIG Thank You, Jan.
My personal thanks go to Jan too as I really didn’t
know that I would find so much to write about
until I got started. Jan has been so supportive,
especially when I have had “writers’ block” and I
hope you have found the notes helpful and interesting.
My thanks also go to Jeannette, Chris and Clare
whose Zoom sessions have not only literally kept
people connected via the power of the technology but helped friendships, as well as muscles, to
strengthen and flourish. The sessions that the
therapists run each week have also given a sense
of structure, as have the volunteer phone calls to
members. So thank you to all the volunteers too.
I know lockdown has (and continues to be) a challenge for each of us. But I have a question, which
is “what is the unexpected benefit for you of lockdown?”. Maybe there is something that wouldn’t
have happened but for being in lockdown?
Maybe you have re-started a hobby or learnt a
new one? Maybe you learned how to use Zoom?
Or maybe you have enjoyed reading the articles
from members and SAS friends about sailing, bird
watching or gardening, to name but a few?
I truly believe that, even when times are as difficult as you have all had in the past, there are
some good things that can come out of them.
Although, admittedly, it may be only with the
benefit of hindsight that we can appreciate them.
If you really can’t think of anything beneficial to
come out of lockdown, then perhaps consider,
like we did in News Bulletin 5, what are you grateful for?
Many of us have expressed our gratitude to the
NHS by clapping outside our front door every
week during the first couple of months of lockdown, or maybe you have made a donation to an
NHS charity encouraged by Captain Tom’s walking? Perhaps a family member or friend or neighbour has been kind enough to get shopping for
you or you have been able to get a regular groceries delivery from a supermarket? Have you been
able to get outside and enjoy a peaceful walk or
enjoy a phone call, Skype or Zoom call from a
family member or friend?
Once you get started on your gratitude list,
writing it down if possible, then I think you will
find more and more to add to it.

Finally, before I sign off for the time being, can I
suggest that you might like to re-read through all
the SAS News Bulletins and reflect on the journey
that we have all been on since the beginning of
lockdown. The situation seems to be beginning to
ease and although there is still a need be cautious
while we are out and about, that doesn’t mean
we shouldn’t go out! Just take care, like we do
automatically when we are crossing the road!
Thank you to everyone in the SAS family for being
there and for making my writing worthwhile. I
look forward to seeing you at some point in the
future and to writing more articles in September.
Stay well and safe,
Pam x

News and Views …
Viv Bourne sent in this photo
of a beautiful pyramidal orchid which she found growing
in her wildflower meadow.
What a stunning find.

Sue and Geoff Heald had a gate sale and Sue
emailed the following story…
“A week or so ago, trying to clear out after moving house, I decided to put stuff out on our drive
with the notice “Free, help yourself - if you'd like
to make a donation for Success after Stroke, very
grateful”. Well, we only made about £10, but one
neighbour saw a tarnished old ring which she took
and, having polished it up, saw it was 9 carat gold.
She took it to our jeweller, Jonathon Lambert, in
the village and he gave her £75 for it. Our neighbour then came to see me and handed over the
money. I could not believe it, so very kind. We
will be making the donation up to £100 and sending it to SAS.
Not quite Viv's High Five challenge!
All the very best
Love,
Sue and Geoff”
On behalf of everyone at SAS, thank you to Sue,
Geoff and their neighbour. We would all, I’m
sure, like to wish Sue and Geoff happiness in their
new home.
Jan
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worst of which was when a bolt of lightning hit
very close to us as we were hanging onto ropes in
yet another very deep lock).
The route follows the “Great Glen” and our
mornings were spent walking parts of The Great
Glen Way with Rufus, our much loved but sadly
now departed dog. We cast off in the afternoons, making our way through magnificent
scenery, passing through Loch Oich and Loch
Lochy before reaching Gairlochy which marked
the turning point for us to return to Inverness
(you can go another three miles or so to Banavie
Locks, but the sight of the two locks on leaving
Gairlochy proved too much for Jan’s willingness
to throw yet more ropes – if you don’t get it right
first time and they land back in the water, the
ropes become extremely heavy)!

The Caledonian Canal
At the end of May 2016, we drove to the Scottish
Highlands, with brief overnight stays in the Yorkshire Dales and at Ballater on the eastern edge of
the Cairngorms. Ballater and the surrounding
area had been hit by dreadful flooding during the
previous winter and the event had received a lot
of news coverage. However, it was still a shock
to see the pretty streets still devastated by the
flood damage and the people working hard to
repair the buildings.
News on the radio in the many hours we spent in
the car was dominated by the impending vote on
Brexit, what a long time ago that seems now!
The highlight of our trip was a week traversing
the Caledonian Canal by boat from Inverness to
Fort William. The canal was constructed in the
early nineteenth century by Scottish engineer
Thomas Telford and is 60 miles in length. Only
one third of the canal is man-made, the rest being formed by Loch Ness, Loch Oich and Loch
Lochy.
After being shown around the boat and loading
our supplies (via a well planned Tesco delivery to
the boatyard), we set off with a pilot who accompanied us to the first “swing bridge”, a road that
literally swings out of the way of the canal and
manned (we found out) by usually gruff lockkeepers! From there on we were on our own,
heading out onto Loch Ness for our first night’s
stop at Drumnadrochit near Urquhart Castle.

A view of Ben Nevis from Gairlochy

Three days out and three days back with a final
night relaxing in the boatyard before an early
start back home to Suffolk. There were many
highlights, but two that will remain in my
memory are seeing a snow-capped Ben Nevis
come into sight on our journey west and a magically peaceful night moored at Laggan Lock
where we were totally alone.
Barry Williamson

A swing bridge
and the view
from the top of
the locks at
Fort Augustus,
looking back
towards Loch
Ness

A note from Jan
Dear All,
After a great deal of thought I have decided that
the time is right for me to take a step back from
SAS and I have advised the trustees and Sj of my
decision to resign. From October you will have a
new person looking after the administration and I
am sure you will give them the support and encouragement that you have shown to me. My
intention is to take a year out and then perhaps
return as a general volunteer. This, of course,
means that I will no longer be doing your nails,
but I hope that SAS will be able to find someone
else who will take on that role.
I will greatly miss you, the members and volunteers have become something of an extended
family but I will keep in touch and will always

The following morning, we continued our journey
across Loch Ness to Fort Augustus, where we had
our first encounter with a lock - a flight of no less
than five! Jan had a sense of humour bypass as
her efforts to throw ropes to the lock-keeper and
helping to move the boat from lock to lock were
captured on camera by huge numbers of Japanese tourists! By this time grey clouds had given
over to full sunshine which stayed with us for the
rest of the week, save the most magnificent
thunderstorm one afternoon as we headed back
towards Fort Augustus on our return trip (the
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support this fantastic organisation (not least of
which through the ‘Canoe the Stour’ escapade
that Jeannette and I still have to accomplish once
Coronavirus rules permit)!
With my love and many happy memories,
Jan xxx
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Film Soundtracks
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Saturday Night Fever 2
The Deerhunter
4
Flashdance
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Trainspotting
Billy Elliot
Annie
Lion King
Les Misérable
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A Star Is Born
Four Weddings and
a Funeral
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Bugsy Malone
Titanic
Beauty and the
Beast
Mamma Mia
The Full Monty
Grease
The Bodyguard
Slumdog Millionaire
La La Land
Notting Hill
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Ace of Diamonds, King of Hearts, Two of Spades.
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Jeannette’s History Quiz - can you match the
following events to the pictures on the next pages.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Feet of the Statue of Liberty on Liberty Island, 1885
Flatiron Building, New York, 1902
Charging an electric car, 1905
The streets of New York City,1908
When pigs fly… The first flight of a pig took
place at Leysdown, Kent, England, 1909
When roller skates were the hot new thing,
1910
First photo upon discovery of Machu Picchu,
1912
Titanic - leaving Queenstown, Ireland, 1912
The day after the Titanic disaster - London,
1912
Grand Canyon, 1914
William Harley and Arthur Davidson, 1914
Gaudi’s Sagrada Familia in Barcelona, 1915
Selfie, 1920
1922 Beach police – no swimsuit was allowed to be higher than 6 inches above the
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knee
The unbroken seal on Tutankhamun’s tomb,
1922
London bus, 1928
Opening day of the Empire State Building,
1931
Al Capone’s free soup kitchen, Chicago,
1931
Woman demonstrating against Prohibition,
1933
The back of the Hoover Dam before it was
filled, 1936
Golden Gate Bridge construction, 1937
Hindenburg exploded, May 6, 1937
Children wearing gas masks while playing,
1941
Unwanted babies for sale in Italy, 1940s
Oranges for 1 cent, 1942
The famous Hollywood sign which originally
said “Hollywoodland”. The last four letters
were removed in 1949
Martin Luther King Jr. arrested outside a
courtroom, 1958
Freddie Mercury, 1958
Back when airlines served a full meal in
flight, 1958
Motorola remote control TV, 1962
JFK Jr. assassinated, Texas, 1963
Earthrise over the moon, taken by members
of Apollo 8, 1968
Niagara Falls without water, 1969
Opening ceremony of Woodstock, 1969
The Beatles crossing Abbey Road, 1969
Jackson family, 1970
Construction of the Eiffel Tower, 1880
Chicago rush hour, 1909
Last known photo of Lennon and McCartney, 1974
Gerard R. Ford and Pelé, 1975
Star Wars opening day, 1977
NB 19 Riddle

Can you write down eight eights so that they add
up to one thousand?
Contact details:
SAS phone number; 07434 931962
Email; admin@successafterstroke.org.uk
Take care, stay safe and well.
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